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Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI; Emmons, 1984) facton wen: com:lated with 
SpliUiog. Self-ConsciousDess, Depn:ssioo, Anxiety, aod Sell'-Eateem. Exploitative
Dess/Entitlemeot was largely maladaptive, when:as Leadership/Authority, Superior
ity/Anogaocc, and Self-Absorptioo/Sc:ll'-Admiratioo yielded amhiguous outcomes. 
Partialing out Exploitativcncss/Entillemcnt uncovered strongcr tics of thc other 
factors with adjustmCDt, and controlling for tbe other throe dimensions caused 
Exploitativeoess/Entitlement to appear mon: pathological. Raskin aod Terry (1988) 
NPI factors and a oarcissistic Superiority Scale wen: similarly affected by partialiog. 
appearing healthier when controUing for "maladaptivc" na.rcissism and more UD

healthy when removing thc more "adaptivc" variancc. These data suggest that 
complcx entanglements betwccn adaptive and maladaptivc forms of self-love may 
make it diflicult to uDderstaod aod assess pathological rum:issism. 

In tbe early part of tbis ccntwy, Freud (1914/1986) broughl into focus Ibe psycbo
analytic use of tbe narcissism concept and initiated a Iinc of Ibeory development 
that continues until today. AUempts to elaborate Ibe initial insigbts bave led to 
numerous controversies, in part because "Freud's ideas on narcissism oontained 
contradictions, inconsistencies, and gaps Ibat are stiU being struggled wilb" 
(feicholz, 1978, p. 833). Disagreements bave appeared over Ibe most basic of 
issues, including bow Ibe term sbouJd be defined (see, e.g., Pulver, 1970/1986; 
Stolorow, 1975/1986; Teicbolz, 1978) and wbelber it sbould even be retained 
(Cooper, 1981/1986, p. 118). Given a lack of consensus on sucb definitional issues, 
it is not surprising that debates continue over more complicated questions, sucb as 
bow to explain Ibe dynamics of "narcissistic" dysfunctions (e.g., !{emberg, 1986; 
Kohut, 1972). 
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42 WATSON AND BIDERMAN 

Despile tbe failureoftbeorists to resolve fundamental conceptual problems, they 
nevertheless seem uniled in assuming that the lerm IIQrcissism points toward 
pbenomena important in understanding both normal and abnormal psycbological 
development (e.g., Teicbolz, 1978). The former possibility was evident in Freud's 
(1914/1986) own suggestion that "self-regard bas a specially intimale dependence 
on narcissistic libido" (p. 40). Practical confirmation of the latler was formalized 
in 1980 by including the narcissistic personality disorder in \be DiagfIDStic and 
Statistical MfJIIUQ/ of Menial Disorders (3rd ed. [DSM-UI); American Psychiatric 
Association,198O). Among the identified diagnostic criteria are grandiose self-con
cern; exhibitionism; fantasies of omnipolence and omniscience; susceptibility to 
feelings of rage, sbame, humiliation, and emptiness; a sense of entitlement, ex
ploitiveness, and alack of empatby (see Ronningstam, 1988, for a comprebensive 
review). 

Establishment of this diagnostic category prompted creation of a number of 
assessment devices including the Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI; Raskin 
& Hall, 1979, 1981). This forced-cboice instrument bas proven to be a valid 
predictor of such presumed correlates of narcissism as creativity (Raskin, 1980), 
use of projection as a defense mechanism (Biscardi & Schill, 1985), sensation 
seelring (Emmons, 1981), lowered social inlerest (Joubert, 1986), excessive use of 
first person pronouns (Raskin & Sbaw, 1988), and an antipathy toward intrinsic 
religiousness (Watson, Hood, & Morris, 1984). The NPI also relates directly to 
other putative measures ofpatbological narcissism (e.g., Auerbacb, 1984; Prifilera 
& Ryan, 1984; 8010IOOn, I982; Watson, Grisbam, Troller, & Biderman, I984); and 
recent studies bave confirmed broad-ranging linkages with numerous bebavioral 
and self-report indices associated with the narcissistic personality (Raskin & 
Novacek, 1989; Raslrin & Thrry, 1988). 

Despile sucb evidence, continued analysis revealed a number of ambiguities. 
Preliminary factor analyses uncovered four dimensions (Emmons, 1984, 1987), but 
only Exploitativeness/Entitlement appeared strongly pathological, witb Leader
ship/Autbority, Superiority/Arrogance, and Self-Absorplion/Self-Admiration 
of len associated witb adjustment (see also Watson, Grisbam, Trotler, & Biderman, 
1984; Watson, Hood, Foster, & Morris, 1988; Watson, Hood, Morris, & Hall, 1987). 
Complex entanglements among these factors also appeared. In one study, for 
example, zero-order Exploilaliveoc:sslEnlillcmcot lies to assertiveness were signif
icantly positive, but a partial correlation controlling for tbe other tbree factors 
yielded a Significant effect in the opposite direction (Watson, McKinney, Hawlrins, 
& MOrris, 1988). Partialing additionally produced clearer evidence of this trait as 
patbological, and a covariance with ExpioitativeneSS/EDtitlement can also obscure 
linkages of the otber tbrec dimensions with adjustment (Watson, Morris, & Hood, 
1989a, 1989b; Watson, Taylor, & Morris, 1987). 

Another illustration of sucb entanglements appeared with examinations of 
depression. Direct relationships of ExpioitativeneSS/EDtitlement with depression 
were more likely or seemed to he stronger wben the variance associated with the 
other factors was removed. On the other band, controlling for Exploitativeness/En
titlement increased the probability of observing inverse ties of depression with 
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NAROSSISM 43 

Leadership/Authority, Superiority/Anogaoce, and/or Self-AbsorptioD/Self-Admi
ration (Watson, Biderman, & Boyd, 1989; Watson et aI., 1989a; Watson, Taylor, & 
Morris, 1987). Overall, sucb data suggested that interactions between bealthy and 
unbcalthy forms of self-functioning may prescnt formidable challenges to those 
interested in assessing and understanding pathological narcissism, an observation 
consistent with other recent researcb (Mullins & Kopelman, 1988). 

Theoretical support for this empirically derived conclusion may be evident in 
tbe work of Kobut (1971, 1977). The self in Kobut's terms exists potentially as a 
bipolar structure ancbored by energizing ambitions at one pole opposite a stable 
value system at tbe other, and a tension between strivings and ideals activates 
wbatever basic talents an individual may possess. Emergence of this self begins 
early in life wben a fragile, tentatively establisbed self requires for its integrity tbe 
external support most typically supplied by loving parents. Ambitions grow out of 
an immature grandiose self tbat pridefully "sees" acceptance for its exhibitionistic 
displays in the "mirroring" approval of others. Personal values, on the otber band, 
grow out of a rudimentary psychological structure establisbed as parents allow 
tbemsclves to be idealized, enabling the cbild to internalize admirable adult 
characteristics into an idealized parent imago. 

Movement toward mature narcissism occurs through phase-appropriate and 
minor empathic failures by those wbo satisfy tbesc mirroring and idealizing 
functions, what Kobut called se.ICobjects. The individual responds to the missed 
emotional sustenance by gradually building mitigating internal structures that 
maintain bealthy ambitions and stable ideals that are less reliant on external 
bolstering. Thus,through !be optimal frustration associated with sucb nontraumatic 
empathic failures, grandiosity moves through assertiveness toward adult ambi
tiousness, and dependence on the guidance of otbers proceeds toward a functional 
set of internalized values. The absence of optimal frustration, either too much or 
too little, prevents the building of internal structures and makes environmental 
support a prerequisite for the integrity of tbe self. When that support is lacking, tbe 
vulnerable self collapses into the difficulties of "pathological" narcissism. 

For our purposes, tbe most important insight to be gained bere is that narcissism 
!beoretically exists along a continuum, or rather two separate continua, and that 
amalgamations of adaptive and maladaptive self-structures may be as common as 
clear differentiations between lbe two. Wilb regard to !be measurement problem, 
!be suggestion is lbat operatiooalizations of narcissism may assume different 
positions along tbese continua. Specifically, Exploitativencss/EntiUement may be 
based more in tbe immature direction but may reach toward tbe other factors, whicb 
in tum may rest more strongly, though not completely, on adaptive internal 
structures. Partialing procedures may be explicable in terms of moving the two sets 
of constructs in opposite directions with Exploitativeness/Entitlement pusbed more 
toward the immature end and with the other factors more closely approacbing 
maturity. 

To interpret the NPI in this manner does notcooCorm easily with all the literature. 
Finer-grained factor analyses have uncovered seven instead of four NPI dimen
sions: Authority, Exhibitionism, Superiority, Vanity, Entitlement, Exploitativeness, 
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44 WATSON AND BIDERMAN 

and Self-Sufficiency (Raskin &: Novacek, 1989; Raskin &: 'ICrry, 1988). Correla
tions witb numerous measumi including depression have led 10 Ibe cooclusion \bat 
Authority, Self-Sufficiency, Sup:riority, and Vanity are less maladjusted, wbereas 
Entillemenl, Exploilativeness, and Exhibitionism are more palbological. Inverse 
relationships of some of Ibese faclon; wilb depression were additionally seen as 
supporting lbeorislS like Kcmberg (1975) in identifying Moareissism as a constel
lation of aggmndized self-representations whieb are used 10 ward 01I unconscious 
feelings of inadequacy and depression" (Raskin &: Novacek, 1989, p. 76); bence, 
inverse ties witb depression were assumed to reveal a defensive response 10 \be 
more maladaplive asp:ela of the condition. 

Furlber development of Ibis idea may require consideration of tbe parlialing 
data. If zenrorder correlations witb adjustment reflect a defensive reaction to Ibe 
more patbological elemenlS of narcissism, Iben statistically controlling for some 
of \bose elemenlS (e.g., Exploitativeness/EDtitlement) would tend 10 remove vari
ance associated wilb \be core cause of sueb Mreaclive" linkages. Parlialing couse
quenlly sbould diminisb Ibese associations ralber \ban making \bem s\roDger. 
However, at least some Mgraodiosities" may not represent faully or n:actively 
palbological self-structures, but more normal trailS in a state of arrested develop
ment This alternative suggestion is more congruent wilb Kohut's theory, and 
dilIerentiating between arrested and faully trailS consequently may be as mueb an 
empirical problem as a Ibeoretical one (see, e.g., Cooper, 198l/1986, pp. 13S-139; 
Masterson, 1981, pp. 24-26). 

Still, \be lraDSition from statislical analysis 10 theoretical explanation may not 
always be smootb, especially wben unconscious processes are presumed 10 be 
involved In addition, Ibe comparability of findings wilb the two selS of NPI factors 
bas not been ascertained. Furlber studies are therefore needed, and our project 
examined zenrorder and parlial NPI factor correlations wilb construclS hypolbe· 
sized 10 be directly or more indirectly related to narcissism. 

Wilb regard to tbe direct measures, Ibe Robbins and Patlon (1985) Sup:riorily 
Seale attemplS to n:cord mild immaturity in Kobut's grandiose self, and Ibe Goal 
Instabilily Scale (Robbins, 1989; Scott &: Robbins, 1985) accomplisbes \be same 
thing for idealization. Interestingly, partialing produces predictable elIects on 
Sup:riority, moving it in adaplive or maladaplive din:ctioos depending on whieb 
variance is removed (e.g., watson, Biderman, Ik. Boyd, 1989). That this scale may 
also represent an amalgamation of beallby and unheallby forms of narcissism may 
belp explain some of the complexities evident in ilS previous use (e.g., Robbins &: 
Scbwilzer, 1988). 

Splitting is often tbougbt 10 be central to palbological narcissism and is a 
defense mecbanism cbaracterized by an Minability 10 syn\besize self and object 
images tbat bave a positive affective valence wilb self and object images Ibat 
bave a negative alIective valence" (Adler, 1986, p. 431). For example, an 
immature self may demand 10 see itself as Mgood" and split off any possibility 
of baving Mbad" qualities, Ibe admission of whicb would tbreaten its tenuously 
established integration. Others who serve as an external prop for the insecure 
self may similarly be seen as all good, with Ibeir bad qualities disavowed. Like 
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NARCSSISM 45 

narcissism, splilling is a complex coneepllbal bas been Ibe subject of a long 
(pruyser, 1975) and continuing (e.g, Gabbard, 1989) controversy, but agreement 
generally exists tbat spliUing points to cbaracltristics associaltd wilb narcissistic 
personalities, aIlbough important variations appear in interpreting its operation 
(e.g., Kemberg, 1975; Kobut, 1971). 

Gerson's (1984) Splilling Scale was developed expliciUy as an operationaliza
tion of a clinically relevant phenomenon. Iltms were constructed in consuUation 
wilb psycboanalytic lberapists and were based on lbe relevantliteralUre, including 
Ibe work of Kemberg (1975) and Kobut (1971). Fourlten statements make up lbe 
scale, wbicb can be illustrated by the self-report tbat "I often feel tbatl can't put 
the different parts of my personality togelber, so lbatthere is one 'me.' " A direct 
relationsbip wilb an MMPI-derived index of lbe narcissistic personality disorder 
was reported in the rust use of Ibis device, and sucb a resull would be lbe obvious 
expectation for any measure of maladaptive narcissism. 

How self-(;()DSCiousoess olight be complexly and more indirectly relaltd to 
narcissism is evident in Kobut's writing. On tbe ooe band, a kind of self -conscious
ness can he indicative of unheallby development because "a feeble, fragmented 
self will impinge upon our awareness, while an optimally firm, securely coherent 
self will not" (Kobut, 1977, p. 93; see also 1971, pp. 144, 153, 1~191). On lbe 
olber hand, realistic self-consciousness is a prerequisilt for adaptive functioning. 
In psycboanalysis, for example, Ibe lberapist must establisb a proper alliance wilb 
"lbe observing and self-analyzing segment of lbe patient's ego" (Kobut, 1971, p. 
229) so lbat narcissistic needs can be raised to consciousness and integrated into 
Ibe personality (Kobut, 1971, p. 148; see also p. 328 concerning personal recogni
tion of self-limitations). 

The Private Self-Consciousness Scale (Fenigsltin, Scbeier, & Buss, 1975) 
records a personal tendency toward a "private mulling over the sel" (p. 525) and 
consists of Internal State of Awareness and Self-Reflectiveness dimensions 
(Bummnt & Page, 1984; Mittal & Balasubramanian, 1987). An 'ntemal State of 
Awareness appears largely adaptive and can he illustrated by tbe claim lbat "I ' m 
generally attentive to my inner feelings." On lbe other band, Self-Rellectiveness 
appears 10 he associaltd wilb psycbologicalliabilities, a possibility perbaps most 
obvious in lbe self-report lbat"1 sometimes bave lbe feeling lbat"m off somewhere 
walching myself" (Watson, Morris, Foster, & Hood, 1986; Watson, Morris, & 
Hood, 1988a, 19890; Watson, Headrick, & McKinney, 1989). 

Otber self-consciousness measures include tbe Social Anxiety Scale, record
ing a sense of unease in tbe presence of otbers (e.g., " ' bave trouble working 
wben someone is watching me"). Public Self-Consciousness monitors aware
ness of tbe self as a social Object and consists of two components: Appearance 
Consciousness, a concern over pbysical allractiveness, and Style Conscious
ness, a sensitivity to tbe bebavioral elements of self-presentation (Mittal & 
Balasubramanian, 1987). Appearance Consciousness is illustrated by tbe state
ment that "One of tbe last things I do before I leave tbe bouse is look in tbe 
mirror." The claim tbat "' usually worry about making a good impression" 
exemplifies Style Consciousness. 
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46 WATSON AND 8IDERMAN 

Clinical descriptions of narcissism slress a propensity toward the experience of 
shame (e.g., Kohut, 1971), and a din:ctlinkage of pathological narcissism with all 
self-consciousness measures except for an inte:rnal State: of Awan:ness would offer 
indirect support for Ibis observation. As an apparently healthy form of self-con
sciousness, an Inte:mal State: of Awan:ness presumably sbould predict diminished 
pathologies in tbe self. 

Finally, Depression and Anxiety (Coste:Uo & Comrey, 19(7) and Self-Estc:em 
(Rosenberg, 1965) Scales were administe:red. Lerner (1986) notc:d that narcissistic 
personalities come from family environments tbat foster "lowered self-i:Stc:em, 
disinte:gration anxiety, and feelings of depletion" (p. 335). Within Kohut 's theory, 
disinte:gration anxiety involves the discomfort experienced when stressors threaten 
to fragment a fragile self, and depletion represents a specific form of depression 
associate:d with "feelings of deadness and nonexiste:nce and a self-perception of 
emptiness, weakness, and hopelessoess" (Lerner, p. 336). Wolf (1988) also identi
fies chronic anxiety and depression as presenting complaints of narcissistic patients 
(e.g., pp. 70, 95, 96, 106). Such observations support the idea that maladaptive 
narcissism should be directly relatc:d to Anxiety and Depression and inversely 
related to Self-Esteem. Use of these instruments also helped clarify the splitting 
and self-consciousness data and belped evaluate: the consequences of partialing. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Undergraduates enrolled in large sections of introductory psychology served as the 
research participants. These 97 men and 147 women averaged 22.7 years of age 
and received extra course credit for their voluntary contributions to tbe project. 

Though not clinically narcissistic, these participants were deemed appropriate 
for study on four most important grounds. First, assumptions tbat normality and 
abnormality form a continuum suggesttbat maladaptive narcissism should appear 
to some degree in nonclinical groups (Raskin & Hall, 1981). Second, critiques of 
contemporary social life have identified narcissism as a generally prominent 
relationsbip style (Lasch, 1979). Third, Kohut's emphasis on maladaptive narcis
sism as part of normal develop:oent points to the trait as common and perhaps 
particularly obvious in this age group. Such individuals must fashion more mature 
psychological structures, and Kohut's theory suggests that periods of developmen
tal transition can undermine tbe stable foundations of a previously established self 
(see, c.g., Lapan & Patton, 1986). Indeed, Kobut (Elson, 1987) specifically noted 
that "it is in late: adolescence and early adulthood that problems oflhe cohesiveness 
of the self and fear of the breakdown oClhe self occur" (p. 32). Finally,the NPI was 
intentionally devised for use in noncJinical populations (Raskin & Terry, 1988). 

Procedure 

All subjects responded to a mimeographed questionnaire booklet that contained 
the NPI, the Splitting Scale,the Robbins and Patton Superiority and Goal Instability 
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inslnUDenlS, the measures of Fenigslein and associaleS, !be Coslello and Comrey 
Depression and Anxiety scales, and the Rosenberg Index of Self-Esteem. Re
spoases were enlered OD standardized answer Sbeels that were later read by optical 
scanning equipment and IranSferred into a computer data file for subsequent 
analysis. Use of these answer sbeels necessitated a cbange to a 4-point from a 
6-point Ukell scale for tbe Robbins and Patton variables and to a 5-point from a 
7-point scale for the Splitting inslnUDenL Data from Fenigstein and colleagues were 
scored according to tbe procedures of Milta\ and Balasubramanian (1987). 

Data analysis proceeded in five basic sleps. First, intercorrelations among 
measures were compuled with the NPI data initiaDy Iimiled to the Emmons (1984) 
factors. Second, partialing procedures were conducled, controlling first for tbe 
more maladaptive Exploitativeness/EntiUement factor and tben separately for tbe 
more adaptive Leadersbip/Authority, Superiority/Arrogance, and Self-Absorp
tioll/Self-Admiration factors. Third, the Raskin and Terry (1988) factors were 
analyzed. Zel1Hlrder correlations were examined, and based on these data, factors 
were lentatively identified as adaptive and maladaptive for tbe purpose of conduct
ing pallial correlations parallel to those employed with the Emmons factors. 

Fourtb, NPltotal score correlations were used to summarize tbe nature of tbe 
overall instrument and tbe effcclS of the partialing procedures. Zel1Hlrder data were 
contraSled witb tbe NPI made more adaptive by pallia ling out the maladaptive 
factors and vice versa. Tbese analyses were conducted separately for botb sels of 
NPI factor structures. 

Finally, tbe Superiority and Grandiosity Scales and the NPI dimensions were 
factor analyzed. These procedures were conducted twice with eacb set of NPI 
factors used separately. Factor analytic resullS bave proven useful in previous work 
attempting to clarify the nature of narcissism measures (WalsOn, Biderman, et a1 ., 
1989). 

RESULTS 

Zel1Hlrder correlations looking only attbe Emmons (1984) NPI factors yielded 
four most nolewortby observations. First, an Internal Stale of Awareness seemed 
to reOcct a positive forrnofself-consciousness (see Table 1), but the other variables 
of Fcnigstcin andcoUcagucs cmerged as mostly problematic. Second, Splitting was 
confirmed as a negative cbaracleristic, because it displayed an inverse tie with 
Se\f-Esleem wbile being dirccUy related to Depression, Anxiety, and all selc-con
sciousness measures except for an Internal State of Awareness. Third, only Goal 
Instability and Expioitativeness/EDtitlement produced unequivocal evidence of 
maladaptive narcissism. Both were linked to greater Splitting and to ODe or another 
of the more troUbling aspeels of self-consciousness. Goal Instability also predicted 
Depression, Anxiety, and reduced Self-Esteem. FinaDy and most important, tbe 
other narcissism measures offered a conflicting patlern of outcomes. Superiority 
was tied to Splitting, to three of the more unbealthy forms of self-consciousness, 
and to Exploitativenc:ss/EDtiUement, but it was also relaled to an Internal Stale of 
Awareness and to lower levels of Depression. A1tbougb associaled with Ex-



TABLE 1 
Intercorrelations Among Splitting, Narcissism, Self-Consciousness, and Self-Functioning 

Measures 

Splitting 
I. Splitting 

Narcissism 
2. E/ E 
3. LlA 
4. SI A 
5. SI S 
6. Superiority 
7. Goal Instability 

Self-Consciousness 
8. Internal State of 

Awareness 
9. Self-Reflectiveness 

2 

.24··· 

10. Style Consciousness 
11. Appearance 

Consciousness 
12. Social Anxiety 

Self-Functioning 
13. Depression 
14. Anxiety 
IS. Self-Esteem 

Narcissism a 

3 4 5 6 

-.04 .01 - . 11 . IS" 

.43··· .44··· .29··· .37"· 

.66··· .41··· .46··· .44··· .37·" 
.37··· 

Self-Consciousness 

7 8 9 10 /J 12 

.32··· -.06 .24*" .22··· .20" .26··· 

.09 .08 .22··· .24··· . IS·· -.05 
- .11 .15· .04 -.04 .03 -.44··· 
-. 10 .15· .00 -. 12 -.01 -.40··· 
-.17" .27··· .IS· .04 .17" - .20" 

.09 .12 .24··· .21··· .21··· - . 11 
-.20" .17·· .07 .05 .21··· 

.30·" . 12 .2S·" -.04 
.33·" .16· .23"· 

.SI··· .31-·· 

.17" 

Self-Functioning 

13 14 J5 

.23··· .27*·· -.22··· 

.03 . 11 .08 
-. 17" - .26··· .21"· 
- .IS·· - .22··· .26··· 
- .2S·" - .11 .24··· 
- .17" - .10 .08 

.36··· .22··· - .36··· 

-.21·" -.06 .17" 
. IS" .13- -.17" 
.02 .12 -.09 

.05 .23·" - .03 

. IS" .43--- -.20" 

.3S"- -.40"· 
-. 12 

-Narcissism data include the Emmons (19S4) Factors: Exploitativeness/ Entitlement (E/ E) , Leadershipl Authority (L/ A). Superiority/ Arrogance (S/ A), and 
Self-Absorption/ SeIf-Admiration (S/ S) factors of the Narcissistic Personality [nventory . 

• p < .OS . "p < .01. ••• p < .001 . 
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ploil8tiveness/EDtiUement and Superiority, the otbcr three NPI dimensions ncver
tbcless failed to relate to Splitting and were generally predictive of more positive 
Self-Esteem and reduced Depression and Anxiety. In addition, Self-Absorp
tion/Self-Admiration was negatively related to Goal Instability. 

Results of Ibe partial correlational procedures uaing the Emmons factors arc 
presented in Table 2. A number of findings were congruent wilb Ibe claim Ibat 
controlling for lcadcllihipiAutbority, Superiority/Arrogance, and Self-Absorp
tion/Self-Admiration would ullCOVCr purer lDCasures of maladaptive sclf-eoncem. 
For \be (jllit time, direct Exploil8tivencss/EntiUcment relationshipa appeared wilb 
Goal Insl8bility, Social Anxiety, Deprcsaion, and Anxiety. A Superiority Scale 
connection wilb less Dcprcsaion was also removed, and new ties of Ibis instrument 
were discovered with Goal Insl8bility and Social Anxiety. Other Goallnsl8bility 
dal8 remained essentially unaffected. 

Wilb regard to Ibe other three Emmons factors, parlialing out Exploil8tive
ness/EDtiUement produced new negative relationshipa wilb Splitting and Style 
Consciouancss, yielded stronger invelliC linkages with Goal Instability, eliminated 
any trace of an association wilb Self-Reflectivencss and Appearance Conscioua-

TABLE 2 
Narcissism Correlations With Splitting, Self-Consciousness, and Self·Funcllonlng 

Controlling for Adapllve and Maladaptive Narcissism 

Controlling lor Adaptive Controlling jor Maladaptivt 
Narcissism· Narcissism 

Measures EIE SUP 01 LlA SIA SIS SUP 01 

Splitting .30··· .2S··· .31··· -.1'" - .12 -. 19'- .10 ,3~" 

Narcissism 
Superiority .19" .20" .36·" .2S··· .30··· .06 
Goal Instability . IS" .20" -. 17" -.16" -.20" .06 

Self-Consciousness 
Intema1 State of 

Awareness - .02 .00 - .16* .14* .13* .26··· .10 -.21··· 
Self-Reflectiveness .24··· .23"· .20" - .07 - .12 .09 .17" .IS· 
Style 

Consciousness .32··· .26··· .07 - .1 6* - .26--- -.02 .14- .OS 
Appearance 

Consciousness .19" .20" .08 -.OS -. 10 .12 .16- .04 
Social Anxiety .21"- .J3- .18" - .47--- - .42--- - .19" - .10 .2t---

Self-Functioning 
Depression . J6- -.06 .33--- - .20" -.22--- - .30--· - .20" .36··· 
Anxiety .28··· .03 .20" - .34··· - .30··· - .15· - .15· .21··· 
Self-Esteem - .06 - .06 -.33··· .20" .25··· .23··· .06 - .37··· 

-Measures of adaptive narcissism were the Leadershipl Authority (LI A), Superiorityl Arrogance 
(S/ A), and Self-Absorption/ Self-Admiration (SI S) factors of the Narcissistic Personality Inventory, 
whereas the measure of maladaptive narcissism was the ExploitativenesslEntitlement (E/ E) factor of 
this same instrument. Superiority (SUP) and Goal Instability (01) were additionaJ measures of 
narcissistic dysfunction . 

• p < .05 . "p < .01. ".p < .001 . 
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ncss, and broadened the tics of these factors with diminisbcd levels of Anxiety. For 
the Superiority Scale, these procedures alsoelimioated the positive correlation with 
Splitting while giving rise to a significant negative relationship with Anxiety. In 
ShOll, controlling for tbe maladaptive narcissism of Exploilativencss/EntiUement 
seemed to produce clearer measures of healthy l18JCissism. This procedure, how
ever, may nol have fully converted the Superiority Seale into an index of positive 
self-functioning because connections with Self-Reflectiveness, Style Conscious
ness, and Appearance Consciousness remained. Goal Inslability dala once again 
remained relatively unaffected. 

For the sake of brevity, discussion of the Raskin and Terry factors will not 
involve detailed consideration of aU the dala, which will be supplied in lables on 
request. Instead, general findings will be reviewed, and pallial correlations looking 
at NPI tOIa) scores will clarify the most important conceptual points. In terms of 
zeflKlrder results, Exhibitionism, Exploitativeness, and EntiUement appeared to 
be more maladaptive with aU tbrec, for example, being positively related to 
Splitting, rs = .11 to .16,ps < .05. At the same time,each of these factors also tended 
to predict at least some psychological adjustment, as illustrated by Exhibitionism 
and Exploitativencss ties with greater Self-l'Jiteem, rs = .16 and .18 respeetively, 
ps < .01. 

By contrast, Vanity but more espeeially Autbority, Superiority, and Self-Suffi
cieocy were largely adaptive. Self-Sufficiency best exemplified this suggestion, 
displaying negative relationships with Splitting (-.11), Goal Instability (-.31), 
Social Anxiety (-.22), Depression (-.22), and Anxiety (-.21) and positive relation
ships with an Internal State of Awareness (.23) and Self-l'Jiteem (.22), all ps < .05. 

Pallial correlations using tbe Raskin and lerry factors were conducted with 
Exhibitionism, Exploilativencss, and Entitlement identified as maladaptive and 
with Authority, Superiority, and Self-Sufficiency defined as adaptive. Effects of 
partialing were similar to those produced with the Emmons factors. Most clearly, 
maladaptive measures became more obviously indicative of psychological diffi
culties after partialing. For example, the significant Exploitativeness connection 
with greater Self-l'Jitccm was eliminated (.09); and positive Entitlement correla
tions with Depression (.15), p < .05, and Anxiety (.25),p < .001, were discovered. 
Changes in adaptive narcissism were nol so robust or so extensive after partialing 
out tbe maladaptive factors, bowever. 

A useful summary of the overall effects of partialing is afforded by examining the 
NPI laken as a wbole. Table 3 reviews !be zero-order findings, and the NPI made a 
measure of adaptive narcissism by controlling for the maladaptive variance and vice 
versa. Partialing data were obtained for both sets of factors with similar trends observed 
for each. As would be expected of adaptive narcissism, direct ties were observed with 
an Internal Slate of Awareness and with Self-l'Jiteem, and inverse associations appeared 
with Splitting, Goal Instability, Style Consciousness, Social Anxiety, Depression, and 
Anxiety. In line with the hypothesized influences of maladaptive narcissism were 
positive relationships with Splitting, Goal Instability, Self-Reflectiveness, Style Con
sciousness, Appearance Consciousness, Social Anxiety, Depression, and Anxiety. 
Direct linkages of the Superiority Scale with both the adaptive and maladaptive 
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TABLE 3 
Zero Order and Partial Correlations of Total Scores on the Narcissistic 

Personality Inventory (NPI) With Splitting Self Consciousness and 
Self-Functioning Measures 

NPJ Partial Con-elotion.s 

Emmons Factors Raskin and Tt!rry Foc/ors 

NPI Adaptive Maladaptive Adoptive Maladaptive 
Variables Zero Order,. Narcissism- Narcissism Narcissism Narcissism 

Splitting .05 - .16" .2S'·· -.20" .2S'·· 
Narcissism 

Superiority .50'" .37'" .16" .2S'·· .26'" 
Goal Instability - .09 - .22'" .13' - .29'" .20" 

Self-Consciousness 
Internal State of 

Awareness .24'" .2S··· .06 .29'" .04 
Self-Reflectiveness .14' - .01 .20" .05 . 13' 
Style Consciousness .rn - .13' .32'" - .04 .10 
Appearance 

Consciousness . 16" .05 .23'" .06 . 17' 
Social Anxiety - .32'" - .40'" .20' -.23'" -.03 

Self-Functioning 
Depression -.20" - .29'" .12' - .23'" .08 
Anxiety - . 13' -.29'" .24"· - .20" .18·· 
Self·Esteem .27··· .29--- .00 .23--- .02 

·"Adaptive" narcissism data reflected NPI scores controlling for the "maladaptive" factors . 
With maladaptive data, variance associated with the adaptive factors was removed. For the 
Emmons (1984) dimensions. ExploitativenesslEntitlement was maladaptive, and the other 
three factors were adaptive. For the Raskin and Terry (1988) factors, Exploitativeness, 
Entitlement, and Exhibitionism were maladaptive, and Authority, Superiority. and Self· 
Sufficiency were adaptive . 

-p < .OS. up < .01. -up < .001. 

partials suggesled that this instrument also operationalized 80 amalgamation of 
healthy 80d unhealthy forms of self-functioning. 

Factor analysis using the Emmons dimensions yielded twocigcnvalucs in excess 
oC 1.0. These eigenvalues (2.72 80d 1.13) along with a scree test were taken as 
warrant Cor examining two CactolS utilizing varimax rotation procedures. The first 
dimension explaioed 45.3% oC the variance and appeared as a Grandiosity factor 
with strong loadings by all measures except for Goal Instability (-.09): Leader
ship/Authority (.80), Superiority/Arrogance (.TT), tbe Superiority Scale (.58), 
Exploitativeness,lEotiUement (.57), 80d SelC-AbsorplioD/Self-Admiratioo (.56). A 
second, Idealizing factor explained 18.8% of the variaoce 80d was largely dermed 
by Goal Instability (.69). No other loadings on Ibis second dimcnsioo were stronger 
tban the .21 value obtained Cor ExploitativeDCSS/Entitlemcnt. 

When the Rasltin 80d Terry measures were employed in the factor 8Oalysis, three 
dimensions were uncovered (eigenvalues = 2.94, 1.32, and 1.04), accounting Cor 
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58.9% of the variance. The firs~ a Grandiosity factor, included loadings by 
Aulbority (.80), Entitlement (.57), Ibe Superiority Seale (.55), Exploitativeness 
(.53), Exhibitionism (.52), Ibe NPI Superiority factor (.33), and Self-Sufficiency 
(.28). The second factor was defined by a negative loading for Goal Instability 
(-.82) and by positive loadings for Self-Sufficiency (.40) and Aulbority (.24). The 
third factor seemed best deseribed as a Vanity factor, wilb loadings by Vanity (.66), 
Exbibitionism (.41), Ibe NPI Superiority factor (.28), and tbe Superiority Scale 
(.23). 

DISCUSSION 

Controversies in tbe analysis of narcissism present formidable cballenges wben 
attempts are made to make sense of empirical data. Arguments congruent witb one 
tbeoretical account can be undermined from Ibe position of anolber, and an ideal 
interpretation presumably would respect Ibe fuJI complexity of Ibe background 
literature. For example, narcissistic grandiosities can be viewed as somewbat 
normal traits existing in a state of arrested developrnentand requiring internaliza
tion. Narcissistic rage, from Ibis perspective, would represent a reaction to adull 
social environments typically unresponsive to cbildlike needs for selfobject sup
port. Alternatively, narcissistic grandiosities might be faulty self-structures occur
ring as a defensive response to tbe aggressive and depressive core of \be condition. 

If parallels can be drawn between Kobut's theory and an empbasis on arrested 
development and between Kernberg's Ibeory and faulty developmen~ tben a useful 
approacb to our data may be suggested by Ibe claim \bat "Kernberg and Kobut may 
bave been treating different patient populations" (Adler, 1986, p. 435). Kernberg 
focused on hospitalized individuals witb more primitive personality organizations, 
but "Kohut, working primarily as a psychoanalyst with Ibe reanalyses of patients 
who bad unsuccessful first psycboanalytic treatments, may bave been seeing 
another spectrum of narcissistic personality disorder patients." Overall, "it does 
appear tbat Ibere are narcissistic patients wbo present issues closer to Ibose 
described by Kernberg . . . while otbers present issues closer to Ibe self -object 
failures defined by Kobut" (Adler, 1986, p. 435). 

Witbin tbis framework, it might be logical to conclude Ibat college students are 
more like Ibe unbospitalized individuals anatyzed by Kobut. Unsurprising, tbere
fore, would be data tending to support Ibe contention Ibat at least some narcissistic 
grandiosities may reflect Ibe rudiments of beallby self-functioning. With tbe 
Emmons factors, Ibis was evident in partial correlations of Leadership/Aulbority, 
Superiority/Arrogance, and Self-Absorption!Self-Admiration wilb greater Self-Es
teem and witb lowered levels of Splitting, Goal Instability, Depression, Anxiety, 
and aspects of self-<:oosciousness bypolbesized to reveal a propensity toward 
sbame. Wilb tbe Raskin and 1\:rry factors, similar narcissistic elements most 
obviously appeared wilb tbe Aulbority, Superiority, and Self-SuffiCiency factors. 

This interpretation opposes Ibe idea Ibat direct correlations of narcissistic traits 
wilb psychological adjustment can be understood as defensive reactions to tbe core 
difficulties of Ibe condition. Problems for this alternative perspective were perbaps 
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mosl obvious in the Splitting data. Splitting items were based on a clinically 
relevant understanding of the narcissistic patient, yet the zero-order tie between 
Splitting and the adaptive NPI Superiority factor was negative, r = -.16,p < .01 . 
Sucb findings cannot be easily dismissed on psycbometric grounds. The NPI 
exhibits an acceptable internal reliability, .83, for the seven Raskin and 1Crry factors 
combined together (Raskin & Novacek, 1989). and this observation suggests that 
lhe adaptive factors are an integral component of what the overall instrument 
operationalizes. Direct linkages of the maladaptive factors and of Splitting with 
psychological dysfunction further support the averaU validity of boIh types of 
measures. 

In short, the NPI may monitor a complex amalgamation of healthy and un
bealtby aspects of self-functioning. More maladaptive traits were apparent in tbe 
Exploitativeness/EntiUement and in the Exploitativencss, Exhibitionism, and En
tiUement findings. Strong interconnections and loadings on common factors 
seemed to locate aU NPI factors and the Superiority Scale in the same grandiose 
sector of the bipolar self, and partial correlations further suggested that the 
Superiority Scale may have botb adaptive and maladaptive elements. Furthermore, 
inverse ties of adaptive narcissism with Goal Instability supported recent theoret
ical descriptions of a balanced self-structure in whicb maturities in tbe development 
of ambitions can ameliorate immaturities along the pole of idealization (Wolf, 
1988, pp. 51-52; see also Watson, Biderman, & Boyd, 1989). Negative Goal 
Instability and positive Self-Sufficiency and Authority loadings on the same factor 
were also in line with this possibility. 

Theoretical positions requiring that absolutely aU features of the narcissistic 
personality disorder be clearly pathological might consider at least three arguments 
against this interpretation. First, the validity of tbe NPI might be cbaUenged. With 
a more adequate scale, this argument might proceed, factor correlations with 
adjustment would not appear. Still, some NPI factors did display at least some 
relatively unconlroversial evidence of recording self-pathology, and it is important 
to remember that the NPI was developed expliciUy as a measure of the disorder as 
defined in DSM-IJI. 

Second, concern about the conclusions of our project might focus on the use of 
college students as subjects. Despite arguments to the contrary, it migbt be claimed 
that clearer data would appear if only a truly palhological sample were employed. 
For example, inverse factor correlations with Splitting might disappear if tbe NPI 
were administered to individuals already diagnosed as displaying the narcissistic 
personality disorder. 10 sbort, all NPI factors could be documented as valid indices 
of palbological narcissism if only patbological narcissists were examined. 

The first thing to say about tbis approach is that it might be correct, and indeed 
sucb data would be consistent with the previously mentioned suggestion that 
different theories of patbological narcissism may be based on different kinds of 
patients. Even if this bypothesis were confirmed, bowever, it would not eliminate 
tbe possibility that different subgroups of narcissists exist, representing clinically 
significant subtypes requiring more discriminative diagnostic criteria. Another 
problem with this approacb is that it begs the question in certain fundamental and 
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practically imporlaDt ways. lf a scale (or assessing palbological narcissism appears 
valid only in a sample already assessed as palbologically narcissistic, \ben obvi
ously such an instrume.nt cannot serve as a useful assessment device. 

Finally, \be positioo might be developed \bat correlations of NPI (actors wilb 
adjustment reOect only surface pbenomena. MastelliOn (1981), for example, de
scribes Ibe narcissistic mental structure as a defensive unit consisting o( an 
omnipotent object fused wilb a grandiose self. This unit emerges in reactioo to an 
underlying aggreSSive or depressive core made up of "a fused object representatioo 
that is barsh, punitive and attacking and a self-representation of being bumiliated, 
attacked, empty, linked by Ibe affect of Ibe abandonment depression" (p. 15). 
Furtbermore, "lbe underlying unit only reveals itself in treatment as Ibe continuity 
of the defenses is worked Ibrough" (p. 15). Hence, NPI factor linkages wilb 
adjustment could he reactions to Ibe pathological core. From tbis perspective, use 
of self-report instruments to explicate Ibe dynamics of narcissism might also appear 
naive given tbat Ibe most imporlaDt processes operate below tbe level of conscious
ness. 

This approach too might be correct. The pivotal problems bere, bowever, 
involve NPI ties wilb maJadjustment.lflbe core difficulties are repressed, tben how 
can some NPI factors be linked to unheallby cbaracteristics? The answer to Ibis 
question can be eilber that Ibese data do in fact reOect Ibe core difficulties in some 
way, or Ibat tbey do nOL If on \be one band it is granted Ibat tbey do reOect Ibe core 
difficulties, Iben \be effects of paIIialing will bave to be explained. Again, if 
correlations of adaptive narcissism wilb adjustment represent defensive reactions 
to tbe core difficulties, tben removing variance defining some of tbe core difficul
ties presumably would diminisb Ibose correlations. This did not bappen; Ibe 
opposite occurred. On tbe otber hand, if sucb findings do not reOect tbe core 
difficulties, then NPI ties with maladjustment still remain to be explained. 

None of tbis means tbat tbese alternative approacbes are necessarily wrong, only 
that tbey will bave to resolve difficulties in maintaining tbe Ibeoretical requirement 
\bat absolutely all features o( Ibe narcissistic personality disorder be clearly 
pathological. Overall, our evidence is consistent witb previous conclusions Ibat 
wben narcissism is examined "the construct is a difficult one to delineate. . . 
. Certainly, its assessment using an objective, paper and pencil instrument is a 
formidable task" (Mullins & Kopelman, 1988, pp. 622-623). Nevertbeless, Ibe 
empirical complexities may reOect the theoretical problems, and a useful source of 
future guidance may be available in Ibe work of Kobut. This is true not only because 
bis tbeory may suggest useful ways of developing bypotbeses about observed 
effects, but also because Ibe difficulties associated wilb understanding Ibese 
phenomena may require Ibe investigative "playfulness" tbat be recommended 
(Kobut, 1977, pp. 311- 312). 
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